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Thomas Harrington Coach-builders: A Brief History 

By Clive A Harrington 

During its 67 years, primarily as a specialist coach-builder, the manufacturing activities of 

Thomas Harrington Limited (which from the mid twentieth century on were run alongside 

those as a vehicle distributor in Brighton, Hove and Worthing) included far more than merely 

building coaches. 

Having been apprenticed as a wheelwright, Thomas Harrington formed his coachbuilding 

company in Brighton in 1897.  It is known that some horse drawn vehicles were built initially 

(one was even returned to the works for some refurbishment in the 1950s) but the company 

was soon building buses and coaches – or more accurately in many cases, charabancs - in the 

early twentieth century.  Several post WW1 examples appear from photographs to have been 

constructed on chassis which saw wartime service as lorries and others were also converted 

and updated to later styles of coaches. 

In the nineteen twenties the company began building coachwork on car chassis. Work was 

undertaken on most leading chassis of the time and the light flexible construction method 

(under the French company Weymann patent)  proved particularly popular for sporting 

tourers and cars for competition, one of which included the car which won the last ever race at 

Brooklands (Outer Circuit Handicap, August 1939). 

                                    

                   A preserved Bugatti with a restored Harrington body constructed to the Weymann Patent. 
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            Assembly of buses in the Scackville Works on left hand drive Commer chassis for an export order. 

As mass production gained momentum so numbers of coach-built cars declined and by the 

outbreak of WW2 the company was almost exclusively building coaches. A site at Old  

Shoreham Road in Hove was bought in 1929 and the new Sackville Works opened in 1930.                                           

The seven acre site provided not only the space to expand output but also for Thomas’ two 

sons (Tom and Ernest who now ran the business) to adhere to his approach of producing as 

much as possible in house and thereby to maintain the exacting standards demanded for any 

products bearing the Harrington name.  As well as a large area for timber to be seasoned, the 

purpose-built coachworks included a small foundry, a trim shop along and other specialist 

skill areas alongside the extensive production area.   

As with cars previously, coach production was undertaken on most popular chassis of the day.  

Customers soon included many who would remain loyal to the Company throughout, 

including Southdown along with Maidstone and District.  Post war, such loyalty almost 

became the norm and the majority of several customers’ fleets became Harringtons, including 

Grey-Green (George Ewer); Charlies Cars, Surrey Motors, Maidstone and District as well as 

overseas operators. 

Having turned to lorry body and aircraft production as part of the war effort, when coachwork 

was resumed after 1945 new skills, knowledge and working partnerships were applied to 

coach production.  The first fruits of this were to be seen in the Wayfarer coach launched in 

1951 and the Contender, a chassis-less design with underfloor engine from Rolls Royce or 

Commer. The latter option was a product of the expanding Rootes Group, for which the 

company had become a car distributor. 

Manufacturing peaked at this time and a workforce of over 600 produced a variety of models 

for the UK as well as various overseas markets, alongside other work such as a substantial 
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number of the “Green Goddess” auxiliary fire engine.   The Company’s dorsal fin continued 

to be offered post war: this distinctive design feature, which assisted ventilation as well as 

headroom in the rear of the coach without impairing the styling, became a hallmark of the 

company’s coaches. 

                  

Pictured outside Wembley Stadium this 1958 Leyland of Gliderways shows the Harrington “Trade Mark” dorsal 

fin.   

The trend of distinctive designs with advanced styling through the use of new materials and 

techniques continued with the Crusader model.  The entire front and rear sections were one 

piece mouldings in glass fibre.  This model was the first of a line of models using major 

moulded glass fibre sections:  to widen the appeal for operators, variations of layout were 

offered along with a number of power plants including Ford, Bedford and, again, Commer.  

This model was ‘facelifted’ with marks 2, 3 and 4 and continued to be sold into the early 

sixties.  By then it was offered alongside the next designs, first the Cavalier and then the 

Grenadier.  These were also offered in various guises, not least the longer, 36 foot chassis 

which provided seating for up to 51 passengers. 

These designs were outstandingly successful and today are some of the best remembered, 

iconic coach designs of the period.  However, the market was now changing and moving 

away from purpose built “bespoke” coaches.  Considerably less examples of the Company’s 

final design, the Legionnaire, were produced although it did subsequently gain fame by being 

featured in The Italian Job. 
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The Italian Job Harrington bodied Bedford VAL Legionnaire coach. This coach was originally purchased by 

Grey-Green and allocated to Batten’s, a company that had been recently acquired. Following its film 

appearance it went on to serve in a further three company’s fleets. 

In the early 1960s the company allied the workforce’s new skills with glass fibre to their 

traditional ones in coachbuilding and styling to produce grand touring conversions on the 

Sunbeam Alpine (as well as considerably fewer ‘Dovés’ based on the Triumph TR4) .  The 

Sunbeam Harrington Alpines proved highly popular, particularly in the USA. 

                              

The rarest of the Harrington bodies on Sunbeam Alpines was the Le Mans. This example is owned by Clive 

Harrington.   
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Reproduced from a Company brochure, this print reflects the bespoke horse transporter side of Harrington’s 

coach building business.  

Meanwhile, Robins & Day Ltd. secured their take-over of the Company in 1961. Clifford 

Harrington resigned and left the Company in October 1962. In 1965 the decision was taken to 

cease manufacturing and the last coaches left Sackville works in 1966. Only the car 

distribution activities were retained, trading as Harrington Motors Ltd.   

Readers may be interested to learn that more detailed accounts of Harrington’s history will be 

related and illustrated in a book now in the latter stages of completion by Clive Harrington, a 

member of the Guild of Motoring Writers, great grandson of the founder and whose father 

Clifford was the Company’s last Managing Director in charge of manufacturing / 

coachbuilding.  Particularly as most of the Company’s records of their output were destroyed, 

he would be most interested to hear from anyone with material, information or merely 

reminiscences. Please contact him at clivea.harrington@btinternet.com 

mailto:clivea.harrington@btinternet.com
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                    The Harrington Sackville Works in Hove, the Brighton piers may be just seen top right 

 


